Customer Experience
Programs (CXP)
Customers don’t buy things – they buy experiences.
A positive customer experience is important. Customers are savvy and have the
power to choose between competing companies that offer varying levels of
customer service - from poor to excellent.
According to a Delloite Global CX report, 62% of companies view customer

experience delivered by contact centres as a competitive differentiator, and 67% of
customers mention bad experiences as a reason for churn.

And the first step to capturing an experience is by listening to
customer opinions and concerns through an effective
measurement program.

With most of the competitive
advantages of the past already
commoditized, customer experience
is an area that remains largely
uncharted and ready for innovation.
Therefore, customer experience
is indeed a “new battleground”
in market research.

Customer experience is not a one-time exchange
between a business and a customer.
It is the overall perception of their customer’s relationship with the organization.
It is also formed as the result of a compilation of their feelings about, and
interactions with, the brand and its representatives, beginning with initial
awareness and extending well beyond the point of purchase.
To understand a customer’s experience, a business must gather insights at key
interactions of the consumer journey and integrate these findings into key

decision-making processes.

Do you find yourself asking…?
What are the gaps in our customers
understanding?
How will I empower customer-facing employees
with the data gathered?

At Insightrix, we design programs
that guide adoption for clients and
their employees in industries like
finance, telecommunications,
utilities, insurance and public
services.
Our CXP research services are
both platform driven &
approach agnostic.

Each customer experience measurement program
is personalized and is always informed by what
you want to achieve for your brand.
We are committed to leveraging your customer
insights and turning research into actionable
opportunities for your organization.

Built to Measure
Customer experience measurement is both a science and an art, and when it comes
to the design and management of Voice of Customer (VoC) programs, one size does
not fit all.

FLEXIBLE APPROACH
We are flexible about how we work with you – whether you
outsource a VoC program to us, or you utilize our platform – how
you manage your VoC program is up to you.
DATA DESIGNED FOR YOU
Our dashboards are custom-designed and select the critical insights
to provide the right information to the right people, in the right way,
at the right time.
CLOSE THE LOOP APPROACH
We help adopt supporting technology to identify potential problems,
allowing you to take prompt action on negative ratings and recover
the customer service you offer.

Combined with measurement
metrics platforms and a
variety of analytic tools, our
research executives are
equipped to enhance
your CXP like no other.

We always keep up with the evolving needs of current CX
measurement programs:
Evolution of the CX Program Focus

Our CXP approach has evolved beyond simply obtaining data scores to
measure experience. By using a customer-centric approach, we uncover new
insights from different channels to improve your customer journey.

Track Customers across Omnichannel Journeys

We continue to enhance the validity of customer feedback by gathering
information from surveys and connecting the collected primary qualitative
research with operational data, employee data and CRM data.

Focus of Analysis

Our enhanced CXP approach has gone beyond simply analyzing survey
responses – we are quick to identify key drivers of loyalty (and disloyalty)
across multiple data sources while highlighting emotional drivers with
customers.

Survey Design

We have gone beyond using simple, closed-ended questions to targeted,
open-ended questions to get the full pulse of the customer.

Use of Verbatim

Verbatim is no longer coded quickly or under-reported. We communicate the
importance of customer verbatim directly to clients - ensuring we have a “close
the loop” approach in place to address the needs of disappointed customers.
We also encourage our clients to share relevant verbatim throughout their
organization.

Methods of Hypothesis Testing

If there is a finding from a survey that needs to be explored in depth, we do not
deploy more surveys or do expensive in-person qualitative research. Instead,
we employ innovative tools like online communities and analysis techniques
for text feedback to uncover other potential issues.

Data Visualization

We understand how to identify and then visualize key drivers of customer
loyalty (and disloyalty) across a variety of sources, illustrating your customers'
emotional drivers in way that is actionable and easy to understand.

All of this ensures, for an organization with an effective CX measurement framework, the action items
are no longer reactive, but rather, are

Approach

Our consultants will work with your CX
professionals to design a program that is
customer-centric. We will help you
identify the customer journey mapping
process - an approach that goes beyond
mapping individual touchpoints only.

We recommend clients tap into all
channels of feedback to help create a
holistic picture of their customers’ voices.
This includes multi-channel surveys, CRM
data logs, call centres, social media
sentiment, employee feedback,
competitive intelligence and more.

Customer Metrics are a key foundation
of any CX program, but sharing results
selectively will not have any impact on
the CX. It is only when the results move
to inform decisions and personalize the
customer’s experience in real time that
metrics can improve your program.

Customer Measurement
Program Framework:
Customer-Centric Program Setup
Although each customer situation is different, there are patterns to
customer scenarios that focus on the same type of outcome.
For example, in selecting and buying a new product or service,
customers typically have four key things they want:
It is easy to find and get what they want.
They have enough information to make them feel good about
their selection.
They can get it when they need it.
It is easy to order.
These are the “Moments of Truth” and they need to be addressed
through a good customer measurement framework - our qualitative
techniques will help identify how to act on these uncovered insights.

After understanding your
customers’ Moments of Truth, our
consultants will work with you to
identify the types of Customer
Metrics and Operational Metrics
that will measure how effective
you are at meeting your
customers’ objectives.

By identifying these important
metrics, you will recognize:
How the customer could be “grading” you

How you grade yourself in CX quality
How you can identify and measure business opportunities
that can result from providing a great customer experience

emotion
drives
loyalty

loyalty
drives
business

Great customer experience helps customers develop an
emotional attachment with your organization & brand.

At Insightrix, we design programs
that guide adoption for clients and
their employees in industries like
finance, telecommunications,
utilities, insurance and public
services.
Our CXP research services are
both platform driven &
approach agnostic.

A Multipronged Approach to Customer Journey
Mapping:
Combination of Qualitative Research:
Focus Group Sessions or Discussion Sessions
Interview your customers, employees or stakeholders to get additional insights. We
put together role-specific moderator guides that help bring clarity to the data
findings.

Leveraging Community Benefits:
Market Research Online Communities (MROC)
Online communities are an easy and cost-efficient way to deploy qualitative
techniques, such as ethnography (diary) studies, and will help narrow the moments

of truth in a customer journey.

Narrative Storytelling:
Data Visualization Dashboards

Report your CX program at an executive level with the confidence your data shows
the overall picture and selects the important drivers for the right audience.

At Insightrix, we have the toolkit
and the experts to deliver a
multipronged approach that fits
your CX program.
Our experts are supported by
tools and resources that help
deliver the research to the
right audience.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-channel surveys, including online, face-to-face, telephone, SMS,
etc.
Gathering and interpreting the voice of the employee (VoE)
Close the Loop Approach with customers, using alerts and workflow
management
Advanced analysis, such as driver analysis and text analytics, to
understand the story behind stats
Mining data from text answers to open-ended survey questions,
customer care emails, social media posts & voice calls
Disseminating customer feedback within the organization with a broad
range of dashboards to serve the needs of employees and leaders
Interactive & rich media methods, using online communities software to
supply feedback and improve upon the information collected
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